Jump into

data pooling!

D

on’t you find it frustrating
when you receive your
mobile phone bill and
find that some members
of your team have exceeded
their data allowance causing
additional charges to your
business and others have loads
of their data allowance left at
the end of the month that just
disappears unused.

Constant mobile connectivity is a
necessity for businesses today, whether
it is for a mobile phone or a tablet,
companies want their employees to work
effectively and that includes being able to
stay in contact and collaborate efficiently
when they are on the move or working
remotely. This accessibility is vital to your
business.
Wouldn’t it be great if you could have one
pool of data that everyone could dip into
for their differing data needs?
This is something that AGILIS Mobile can

offer to your business by creating a mobile
data pool for you.
Mobile data pooling combines groups
of employees into a “pool”, that enables
data allowances be shared between
users in the group. Say for example, you
have 10 people within this pool, each one
with 10GB of data to use, this gives you
a combined total allowance of 100GB in
your ‘data pool’. Now, bearing in mind
that you may have six of these users
predominantly office based and the other
four spending most of their work hours
working remotely or out in the field. It’s
fair to assume that the field-based users

will be more active with their data usage.
Therefore, they will utilise the data
leftover by the six office-based workers.
Simply put, the people that have heavier
usage can tap into the plan entitlements
left over by the lighter group members.
So, if you are looking for a solution to
work out an effective way of making sure
your mobile plans work for everyone
within your business, you don’t want to be
concerned with certain users going over
their monthly allowances and you want
to avoid those pesky overage costs but
still want to create a buffer, mobile data

pooling could work very well for you.
With an AGILIS mobile plan, we can work
with you to create a bespoke package
that will (as standard) also include
unlimited calls, unlimited texts and free
EU roaming as we understand that
business doesn’t always take place on
your doorstep.

To discuss the options available
to you, please visit;
www.agilismobile.co.uk
or call us on 01732 401601
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